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Using artificial neural nets to identify ductus arteriosus status in preterm infants
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Abstract: We present a method, based on artificial
neural nets, which aims at predicting the instantaneous
blood flodpressure relationship in the ductus
arteriosus, whose unstable hemodynamics may cause
pathological stresses in preterm infants. Three ductus
hemodynamics states (closed, open, unknown) are
predicted from the arterial blood pressure signal of the

ANN classifiers. Moreover, adaptative non-parametric

patient.

Besides, a volumetric Doppler technique has been used to
measure the net DA shunt during short periods. The signal
has been sampled at 8 bit and 100 Hz sampling frequency.
We have considered each pulse interval (PI), derived from
the pressure signal by measuring the time interval between

INTRODUCTION

The arterial cerebral blood flow velocity pattern,
involved in intracranial periventricular intraventricular
haemorrhage (PIVH) pathogenesis, follows a pattern
similar to the simultaneous arterial blood pressure (ABP)
wave form [1]. Ductus arteriosus (DA) status can affect
ABP; recent work focuses on the hemodynamics of the DA
[2,3), on the general pathological effects of DA [4] and on
its particular relation with cerebral blood flow [5] and with
PrvH [6].
DA hemodynamics is a quite unstable process whose
state can rapidly change. DA hemodynamics can be
assessed by echocardiography. However, a non-invasive
echocardiography can be performed during short periods
only, and its use causes a severe stress in infants with very
low gestation age. An arterial catheter for ABP recording
is usually present in these patients, so it is felt that an
algorithm for continuous assessment of DA status from

neural-net classifiers frequently provide reduced error rates
when compared to more conventional Bayesian approaches

t8l.

ABP has been recorded using a pressure transducer
with the tip located
at T7 level in the aorta, during the first 72 hours of life.
attached to umbilical arterial catheter

consecutive systolic peaks. We have assumed that the
shape of each PI is related to the state of DA; to support
this assumption, it may be observed that each state of the
DA causes a specific state of the vascular bed in the

premature infant, introducing strong changes in the
pressure and flow of the DA that strongly affect the whole
system dynamics as well as the ABP signal (a model of the
cardiovascular system in the presence of DA may be found

in [e]).
In this work, we have considered four signals (called D,
F, N, R), one hour in time length each from four preterm
baby patients, recorded both in periods with closed DA and
with open DA.
The software architecture of the ANN classifier we
have implemented consists of two main components: the
feature extraction unit (FEU) and the ANN.
We have implemented different FEUs. The FEU which

ABP analysis would be very useful.
The approach presented here uses an artificial neural
net (ANN) to predict DA states from ABP signals; the
learning process has been performed on specific features of
the pressure signal taken in input and on the instantaneous
DA hemodynamics state taken in output. We present the

has given the better results is taking into account few
quantitative statistical data that represent each complete
signal PI: variance, mean, minimum, maximum. In this
case, each pattern is built up by 10 consecutive PIs. The

method and the results we have obtained so far.

states.

MATERIAL AND METHOD
We have used an ANN classifier. Using an ANN to
identify a relationship is a way to point out and store
information about some particular input features related to
an associated output pattern. It has been shown that neural
models have properties of universal approximation, that is
their learning is closely related to classical approximation
techniques, such as generalised splines and regularization

theory I7). The most widely used classifiers - the
parametric Bayesian classifiers - require the input
distributions to be known and simultaneous access to all
training data, in order to estimate the parameters of
distributions that are being used. The thrust towards realworld problems of recent research is causing a change in
the methodology used in pattern classification, from
parametric Bayesian classifiers (whose few guidelines for
implementing or selecting classifiers for real-world
problems are appropriate for early computer technology) to

patterns were randomised alternating open and closed DA

The ANN used is a three-layered backpropagation
network [10, 11, 8]. The input layer consists of 320 units.
After trials, we have chosen a hidden layer consisting of 15
units. The output layer consists of 3 units (one for every
DA state we have here considered in input: closed, open
and unknown). The patterns are presented to the net in
vectorial form. This pattern is forced to be in
correspondence with the DA state observed by
echocardiography at the very same moment of the window
position; each DA state is codified with 3 bits, 2 zeros and
1 one in different positions as thd DA state changes (001
open DA, 010 closed DA, 100 unknown DA). The end
condition chosen is a mean square error in the output units
less than 0.0lVo.
RESULTS
Because of the reduced size of our patient dataset, a
jack-knife procedure has been used to investigate the
accuracy of the networks, as used in other ANN
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applications

in which the available

data

is very limited

(such as, for example, in [11]): patterns from one patient
have been removed from the dataset and the network was

trained on the'ones

of the other three. The jack-knife
all files of the dataset

procedure has been iterated over

(that is four learning sets have been built up DFN.L,
DFR.L, DNR.L, FNR.L; the file name from the names of
the signals which form the learning files, the extension:
"L" to indicate "learning file").
On the whole, the net has performed four learnings.
Each learning file consists of about 600-700 patterns
(about 4 minutes time length). In each testing file (one
minute each), we have considered both open DA and
closed DA state. The success of the predictions with this
ANN classifier are: about 98Vo on the signals (about 16
minutes) of the training sets (the ones which are not
marked in Table Ia), about 94Vo on parts of signals (16

minutes about) not included in the training sets but
belonging to the same patients from which the signals of
the training set were obtained (the ones which are not
marked in Table Ib), and about 83Vo on those signals (11
minutes about) not included in the training sets (the
marked ones in table Ia and Ib).
learning

test file

test file

test file

F.L

test file
N.L

file

D.L

FNR.L

95Vo*

96Vo

100Vo

100%o

DNR.L

9OVo

73Vo*

l00Vo

l00Vo

DFR.L

l00Vo

l00Vo

65Vo*

I00Vo

DFN.L

I00Vo

92Vo

l00Vo

I00Vo*

R.L

file

learning

test file

test file

test

file

D.T

F.T

N.T

R.T

FNR.L

l00Vo*

7j%o

l00Vo

I00Vo

DNR.L

l00Vo

7j%o*

I00Vo

l00Vo

DFR.L

l00Vo

75Vo

65%o*

l00Vo

DFN.L

l00Vo

78Vo

I00Vo

95Vo*

test

(b)

Table

Although this pathology is quite common in preterm
infants, data collection has been a problem in this work: an
echocardiography, which is anyway a stress, is needed, and

in

I

DISCUSSION

From the predictions obtained, it may be observed that
the nets corresponding to FNR.L and to DFN.L have given
better results than the others, since they can predict on the

files not included in the learning set by the jack-knife
procedure with very good precision. It may be remarked
that the prediction for the signal related to patient F is not
satisfactory; this may be explained considering that the
ABP signal does not show an increase in systolic pressure
after DA closure.
CONCLUSION

the meantime ABP should be recorded. The results

presented here, however, indicate that this approach is
worth been pursued increasing the data set.
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We intend to develop this work building up a proper
learning set, in which the information is obtained from
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